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Technology for exceptional flavors - Techwood TCR-186 Rice Cooker.
Forget the hassle of cooking rice and focus on creating unique flavors in your kitchen with our new Techwood TCR-186 rice cooker. It's
not just an ordinary rice cooker - it's a true technological revolution for lovers of fine dining. Equipped with a capacious 1.8-liter tank, it
provides  the  convenience  and  versatility  to  prepare  delicious  and  plump  rice  that  will  perfectly  complement  your  favorite  dishes.
Whether you're an avid sushi lover or love the exotic flavors of Asian cuisine, our rice cooker will enable you to cook in a way that has
never been so simple and efficient.
 
Unique design, solid performance
The Techwood TCR-186 is a combination of elegance and robustness. Made of high-quality stainless steel and durable plastic, our rice
cooker not only looks stylish, but also guarantees long life and reliability. A unique addition is the glass lid with a plastic border, which
allows you to follow the cooking process without lifting the lid. Plus, equipped with convenient handles, the rice cooker is practical to use
and easy to carry, even when the contents are hot.
 
Comfort and intelligence in one
Techwood TCR-186 is designed with your comfort in mind. With illuminated cooking and heating indicators, you will always know/a what
stage your favorite rice is in. The built-in automatic shut-off system takes care of safety and energy savings, allowing you to calmly focus
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on other activities. You will  also receive a special spatula for easy application of rice and a bowl for precise measurement of the right
amount of ingredients. Get carried away with culinary inspiration and trust our Techwood TCR-186 rice cooker - it is sure to become an
indispensable tool in your kitchen, and your dishes will take on a new dimension of flavor.
 
Brand.
Techwood
Model
TCR-186
Capacity
1,8 l
Power supply
230V~ 50Hz
Additional features
Removable aluminum tank
Glass lid with plastic rim
Stainless steel and plastic outer casing
Insulated handles
Illuminated cooking and heating indicators
Automatic shutdown
Spatula
Measuring bowl

Preço:

€ 28.50
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